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Abstract
This report is devoted to data analysis and digital transformation using the Air-to-Ground Missile and
Offensive Weapon as a case study. The objective of the study is to understand nature of the data being
used, after which data visualization and data analysis can be taken. The database was collected from
Jane's Defense archive. From data visualization results, it can be concluded that there are 5 countries that
play the main role (Big players) in producing high-technology Air-to-Ground Missile, namely, the US, China,
Russia, Israel and Cooperative Project from the European Union countries. Data Visualization revealed
offensive weapons were used or developed from large countries, especially those with high level of threats.
China, Russia and Pakistan are all surrounded by land threats, hence produced a large number of land-based
missiles, while a large number of sea-based ballistic missiles were found to be produced from the USA
because of its maritime threats. The correlation of missile’s threat-indicating parameters was shown in
scattering plots. The plot of Volume and Weight was found to be more correlated when compared to
those from Volume and Range. This implied that Range of a missile depends on many other significant
design parameters, e.g. type of propulsion and warhead as well as its initial velocity. After sorting and
grouping of all missiles in the world, it was found that the D1G missile from DTI can easily be classified
as a “not-so-dangerous missile” for the region. As rocket and missile research and development had set
the starting point of DTI in the year BE2552 and hence a gradual decline in military expenses was seen
in the graph and the data prediction for year BE2564 was found using “Curve Fitting” method. In order
to verify such gradual decline in military expenditure, this was compared to another graph of collection of
expenditures of Thai military from Jane’s Defense website. The data was collected for Thailand from BE2553
and classified into various categories. Here, very interesting conclusions were found.
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